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ECO Green Equipment Announces New Manufacturing Facility in North Salt Lake, 
Utah USA.

Expanded manufacturing operations in USA provides latest technology in tire and 
rubber recycling equipment.

NORTH SALT LAKE, UT. June 22, 2015 — ECO Green Equipment, an international 

leader in the design and manufacturing of turnkey, cost-effective tire recycling systems, 

announced today the recent expansion of a new manufacturing facility in North Salt 

Lake, Utah, USA. This location will feature all design, assembly, and testing of ECO 

Green Equipment’s full line of tire recycling equipment. 

The location will include a full lab and showroom for research, innovation, and 

demonstrations of tire recycling equipment. 

“We are looking forward to growing our tire recycling equipment operations here in 

North Salt Lake,” said Mr. Brad Swenson, President of ECO Green Equipment. “ECO 

Green Equipment prides itself in being the leading innovator in the manufacturing of tire 

recycling equipment. Our innovative engineering and designs are changing the industry 

standard. This new facility will provide the best craftsmanship and excellent customer 

service, globally.” 

Most recently, ECO Green has completed the fabrication and testing of their new ECO 

“Green Giant” two-shaft shredder…capable of processing up to 30 tons/hour of rough 

tire shreds. Equipped with a patent pending easy access cutting chamber…the 
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customer can access the entire chamber for maintenance in minutes. The shredder also 

features a patent pending interchangeable cutting knives which can be rotated quickly 

for new cutting edges…up to 6 edges per blade and the ability to re-sharpen up to 1-2 

times…saving on overall wear costs and downtime.  

The ECO Green Equipment team welcomes visiting parties to see their full line of 

equipment by appointment. Call +1 (801) 505-6841 to arrange a visit and see the latest 

in tire recycling equipment technology. 

*     *     *

About ECO Green Equipment, USA 
ECO Green Equipment designs, manufactures, and provides superior customer support 

and parts for the international tire recycling equipment industry. The company’s full line 

of modular-designed tire recycling systems is engineered to deliver optimum production 

for a wide variety of rubber aftermarkets, such as TDF/TDA (Tire Derived Fuel/Tire 

Derived Aggregate), wire-free chips, rubber mulch, crumb rubber, and rubber powder. 

Eco Green provides cost-effective tire recycling equipment, including single and two-

shaft shredders, granulators, and the ECO KRUMBUSTER®. Each component system 

is engineered to customer industrial production standards and local specifications. 

For more information on ECO Green Equipment, please visit 
www.ecogreenequipment.com, and call: +1 (801) 505-6841 in the USA. 
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